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Increased awareness concerning our energy consumption and its environmental
effects, has led to a high demand for renewable energies. Hydropower provides
around 40 percent of the electric energy consumed in Sweden today. If energy
efficiency and production time were to increase only by some percent in the
hydropower plants, vast amounts of additional renewable energy could be
supplied to the electric grid. The Hydropower group at Uppsala University uses
a hydropower generator to localize and decrease some of the power losses and
the wearing in the generator. New equipment is being tested and evaluated on
the generator. By measuring static and dynamic forces in the generator broader
insight can be reached during these tests.
This thesis describes the development of a system measuring forces on a
hydropower generator using strain gages. Each sensor node is equipped with
four strain gages and a signal conditioning circuit. The system measures strain in
the generator, converts it to a voltage signal, amplifies it, filters and transmits it.
After calibration of the nodes, forces can be extracted indirectly. This thesis
describes considerations made during design of the system as well as its different
parts and configurations.
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Sammanfattning
I takt med att medvetenheten ökar kring vår energianvändning och dess konsekvenser på miljö och
hälsa ökar även efterfrågan på förnyelsebar elenergi. Vid Avdelningen för elektricitetslära på Uppsala
universitet pågår forskning för att minska energiförluster och öka serviceintervallen relaterade till
generatordriften i vattenkraftverk. Medlemmarna i Vattenkraftsgruppen utför just nu en större
ombyggnation av en experimentell generator, tidigare använd i ett vattenkraftverk. Exempel på de
förändringar som utförs är det magnetlager som installeras i rotorn och den nya kraftelektroniken som
skall reglera magnetflödet i rotorn. Genom att minska andelen slitageytor i generatorn och öka
reglerkraften kan serviceintervallen förlängas och generatorn drivas effektivare.
Under tidigare testkörningar har krafter mätts på fyra punkter kring statorn med hjälp av töjsensorer.
Riggen är väl förberedd för kraftmätningar med just denna typ av sensorer varför de användes även i
detta projekt. Förstärkarkretsen till befintliga mätpunkter är odokumenterad och eftersom antal
mätpunkter skall utökas behövs ett nytt system för kraftmätning. Vibrationer och statiska krafter skall
mätas på magnetlagret och i generatorns stillastående del, statorn. Under kommande testkörningar
förväntas bärande delar i riggen att utsättas för mekanisk stress. Monterade på ytan av dessa bärande
delar kan töjsensorer fånga upp denna stress. Kalibrerade och insamlade på rätt sätt kan signaler ifrån
töjsensorerna indirekt avändas för att mäta krafter på valda platser i generatorn.
I detta examensarbetet har en metod tagits fram för att mäta, förstärka och sända signaler ifrån
töjsensorer monterade på statorns och magnetlagrets fixturer. Genom att placera en programmerbar
förstärkarkrets i nära anslutning till varje sensorpunkt tillåts individuell kalibrering av töjsensorerna
och inverkan av omgivande brus färväntas bli lägre. Till skillnad från tidigare har utformingen av
denna krets dokumenterats och framtida duplikering är därmed förenklad. Huvudkomponenterna i
denna krets är en programmerbar förstärkare och en spänning till strömkonverterare. Kretsen har
provkalibrerats på en av statorns fixturer. Under detta test påvisades god linjäritet på utsignalen i
relation till den kraft fixturen utsattes för. En determinationskoefficient på drygt 98.8% kunde uppvisas
under denna provkalibrering. Olinjäritet kan vidare kompenseras för i den mottagande enheten efter
kalibrering. Data med förstärkarkretsens inställningar lagras på en extern minneskrets. Ett gränssnitt
till denna mineskrets har utförts genom en mikrokontroller från Arduino.
En design för kretskort har utförts i EAGLE från Cadsoft. Detta har sedan beställts från
fabrikstillverkare men är ännu inte utvärderat på grund av tidsbrist i projektets slutskede. En design för
mekaniskt skydd av töjsensorerna och förstärkarkretsen har deisgnats i 3DCAD programmet
Solidworks. Alla fixturer till experimentriggen har ännu inte anlänt från tillverkaren och dessa har
därför inte kunnat utrustas med töjsensorer. Förhoppningarna är att genomförd design skall kunna
appliceras på resterande fixturer när de anländer.

Nyckelord Kraftmätning, Töjsensor, Mekanisk stress, Vattenkraft, Generator, PGA309, XTR117,
EEPROM.
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Abbreviations
Acronyms
MB
EMI
PCB
SG

Magnetic bearing
Electro magnetic interference
Printed circuit board
Strain gage

PGA
EEPROM
I 2C

Programmable gain amplifier
Electrically Erasable Programmable ReadOnly Memory
Inter Integrated Circuit (Communication protocol)

DAQ

Data acquisition

Symbols

L
r
A
m
ε
σ
υ
E
I
V
R
C
Av
P
F
τ
Pa
rpm
ω
f 3dB

Length [m]
radius [m]
Area [ m2 ]
Mass [kg]
Strain (Δ L/L) unitless
Stress [N/m^2] often given in mega pascal (MPa)
Poisson’s constant for transversal strain
Young’s modulus. Often given in giga pascal (GPA)
Current [A]
Voltage [V]
Resistance [ Ω ]
Capacitance [F]
Gain, voltage
Power [W]
Force [N]
Torque [Nm]
Pressure. 1 Pascal=1 [ N/m2 ]
Revolutions per minute
Angular frequency [rad/s]
Frequency at which point the gain is offset by 3db (cut off frequency in a 1st
order filter) [Hz]

1 Introduction
1.1 Background
As the awareness concerning our energy usage and its consequences on health and environment
increases, the demand for renewable energy also increases. In 2013, hydropower plants generated more
than 40 percent of the electric energy produced in Sweden [1]. This makes it our single biggest
contributor of renewable electric energy in Sweden. With rotating mass in the rotors and stored
potential energy in the dams, the hydropower plants are considered to be the biggest contributor for
regulating and balancing the Swedish electrical grid, both on short and long term [2].
The hydropower plants of today reach high energy efficiency in their power production, sometimes up
to 90% [3]. Aside from being a mature industry, there is still room for improvements. An increase of
energy efficiency in production of only some percent, could add vast amounts of additional renewable
energy to the grid. When mechanical parts in the system wear out, regular services have to be carried
out. Some of these require a full system stop and cost the producer valuable production time. Examples
of wearing parts are the carbon brushes, transferring the excitation currents to the rotor, and the
bearings carrying the rotor. The rotor together with its axle may weight up to hundreds of tonnes in the
bigger plants and need to be fixed in its radial and axial position if oscillations and damage is to be
avoided.
At the Division of Electricity at Uppsala University, the Hydropower Group conducts research related
to decreasing power losses and prolonging service intervals for generators in the hydropower industry.
A synchronous generator, previously used at a hydropower plant, has been donated to the department.
The generator was named Svante after its donor and is now being used for research. The generator
Svante is undergoing several modifications. Magnetic bearings have been designed to carry the weight
of the rotor and its axle. The generator is being prepared for brushless rotor excitement amongst many
more modifications. In order to evaluate the drive during these tests, forces acting on the generator will
be measured at several points. The generator Svante is currently equipped with strain gages measuring
forces at four points around the stator. The number of points being measured is now being increased by
12 additional points.

1.2 Aim of project
The aim of this project is to find a method for measuring forces acting on the stator and the magnetic
bearing in the experimental generator called Svante. Strain gages have previously been used for this
purpose and since the rig has been prepared for it, it was decided to use strain gages also in this
project. The number of points being measured is increased to a total of 17 and documentation
concerning the amplification circuit is required.
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1.3 Limitations
Calibration of the strain gages and a prototype circuit have been done using known weights. Some of
the expected forces are in excess of 4 kN and change dynamically. An initial calibration has been
performed statically at points below expected maximum force. Linearity from the sensor circuits is
assumed as long as the change in resistance is small in the strain gages and the rods are being used
within their linear elastic range.
Exact properties of the steel rods are not known. Being structural steel, properties such as yield
strength, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for the rods have been calculated as for an ASTM A36
steel bar. This data have been collected from Matweb [4].
At the moment of writing, only four rods have been available for mounting the strain gages. A circuit
board has been ordered but is not yet delivered. The system has therefore been evaluated using a
prototype circuit board including similar components and metal rods identical to the ones being
manufactured. After arrival of the circuit board and the rods a final calibration has to be performed.
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2 Theory
In the following section a brief introduction to the experimental rig of Svante will be done. The points
where forces are to be measured and the conditions for these measurements will be brought up. In the
end of this section an estimation of required gain at one of the measured points is carried out. This is
used while choosing components for the amplifying circuit and for setting initial parameters in the
programmable amplifier.

2.1 The generator Svante and expected forces
The synchronous generator Svante was donated to the Division of Electricity at Uppsala University
and named after its donor. The generator has previously been installed at a hydropower plant but is
now used for research by the Hydropower group at the Division of Electricity. The height of the rig is
approximately 3.5 meters. Table 2.1 displays Svante’s most relevant features for this project. In figure
2.1 a cross section of Svante and the points to be measured are displayed.

Figure 2.1. A cross section view of the experimental rig of Svante. Point 1 to 5, in red, indicates where
forces are to be measured. The configuration of the radial rods is displayed in figure 2.2.
3

Table 2.1. Main features of Svante
Frequency (Hz)
Number of pole pairs
Rated speed (rpm)
Stator weight (kg)
Rotor weight (kg)
Magnetic bearing weight (kg)
Rated power of driving motor (kW)

50
6
500
700
1500
500
75

The stator and the magnetic bearing (MB) are fixed in their radial and axial positions by 16 steel rods.
These rods act as part of the rig and will be exposed to longitudinal forces (compressive and tensile)
during operation. By measuring strain in the rods, forces can indirectly be extracted. To achieve this,
strain gages are used in combination with an electronic circuit.

Figure 2.2 Layout of the radial rods on the stator and the MB as seen from above. By adding forces
in the four rods the radial force F radial can be calculated.

Forces on the rods
For safe operation the rods should not exceed their yield limit (see figure 2.4). To verify that the rods
will not exceed this limit, an estimation of expected maximum force is done. If the rods are used
within their linear elastic range, calibration is simplified and a constant ratio between stress and strain
can be assumed. The exact point of linearity is not known for the rods but since loads are relatively
small, the rods are so far assumed to be operating within their linear range. This can later be confirmed
during calibration.
The mass m of the rotor axle and the magnetic bearing, adding up to approximately 2000 kg, is carried
by a number n of 4 axial 10 mm rods. With a gravitational force per unit mass of 9.82 N/kg, the force
acting on each of the four rods can be calculated as
m∙g
F axial = n

=

2000 ∙ 9.82 = 4910 N
4

(2.1)

Where g is the acceleration due to gravity ( m/s2 ).
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In a similar way, expected forces on the axial 16 mm rods carrying the stator (700 kg) are calculated to
be 1718.5 N. According to the Hydropower group, forces acting on the radial 10 mm rods on the
bearing are expected to be peaking at around 1 kN per rod. In earlier experiments radial forces up to 8
kN have been shown in the stator [5]. If this is assumed to be distributed over two of the radial 16 mm
rods (see figure 2.2) they can be exposed to forces up to 4 kN individually.

Maximum torque in the rotor
Knowing the maximal power of the driving motor P max and its synchronous speed, the maximum

torque

τ max  on the axle can be calculated as
τ max

Where

=

P max
ω

=

75000∙60 N m = 1432.39 Nm
2π∙500

(2.2)

ω  is the angular frequency of the rotor.

2.2 Young’s modulus
Longitudinal stress ( σ ) in a rod is calculated assuming that the force F is distributed over its cross
sectional area A. Its strain ( ε ) can now be expressed as the fractional change of its length.
σ = F /A [N/m2]
ε = ΔL/L

(2.3)
(2.4)

Young’s modulus (E) describes the ratio between stress and strain in homogenous elastic materials,
such as the steel in the rods and the rotor axle.

Figure 2.3. A rod being exposed to longitudinal stress.
The relation between strain and stress in the linear elastic range is defined as
stress (σ)

E = strain(ε)

=

F/A
ΔL/L

(2.5)

Where E is Young’s modulus, F is the tangential force applied on the rod, A is the cross sectional area
of the rod, ΔL is the elongation of the material during stress and L is its original length.
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Figure 2.4. Typical stress strain curve for an elastic solid body. P1 indicates point of linearity. This is
the maximal stress the rods can take if linearity is to be assumed for forces outside of calibration.

Properties of steel are often stated in megapascals (MPa). The yield point of the specific rods has not
been provided. However, assuming properties being similar to other types of structural steel such as
the A36, the compressive yield point of the rods is considered to be 152 MPa while Young’s modulus
is 200 GPa [4]. The highest strain will occur in the 10 mm axial rods carrying the bearing and the
rotor. Using equation 2.3 and expected maximum force, the maximum stress (σmax) can be calculated
as
2

σmax = F max/ A10mm = 4910 ∙ (0.01 ∙ π) MP a = 15.629 MP a

(2.6)

This is approximately a tenth of the compressive yield point at 152 MPa. Hence, a high factor of safety
can be achieved during operation, even when maximum stress will occur. The maximum strain (εmax)
in the same rod is
σ
E = σε ⇒ εmax = max
E

= 15.629∙109
200∙10

6

≃ 78 ∙ 10−6 (also called 78 microstrain)

(2.7)

This is the maximum expected strain in the rods. The axle of the rotor has been designed to endure
heavy loads. While the maximum torque is relatively small, the strain in the axle is expected much
smaller than in the rods.
As the rods are exposed to tensile and compressive forces, the rods will not only change in length but
also in width. The ratio between fractional change in length and width is assumed to be linear for small
deformations in the rods and is specified by the Poisson’s ratio. Poisson’s ratio in a rod can be defined
as

υ=

Δr/r
− ΔL/L

(2.8)

Where Δ r is the change of radius of the rod, r is the original radius of the rod, Δ L is the elongation of
the rod and L is the original length of the rod.
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As an elastic body elongates under tensile stress, it decreases its width hence the negative notation on
the right hand side in the equation. Poisson’s ratio is 0.26 in A36 structural steel. The change in width
of the rods is sensed in the strain gages and is necessary to know when estimating output from the
sensors.

2.3 Strain gages
Forces can be indirectly estimated on parts of a structure by measuring strain in that specific area. With
the strain gages (SGs) properly fixed to the surface, the same strain will be sensed in the SGs as in the
object being measured. Strain gages are usually of thin resistive metal foil type and their resistance
will change due to the sensed strain. Typical values of resistances in SG are 120, 350, 700 and 1000 Ω
[6].

Figure 2.5 Common measurements of a resistive metal foil SG [6]. Its measuring grid is elongated
horizontally and is optimized to sense uniaxial strain. The horizontal alignment marks can be used to
align the SG on the rods.

A

B

C

Figure 2.6. A selection of strain gages from HBM’s homepage [7]. A showing two SGs in full bridge
configuration, B showing a SG for uniaxial strain and C SGs for biaxial strain. The SG to the very
right is the type being used on the rods.

An important property of the strain gage is its gage factor (GF). The gage factor defines the ratio
between strain ( ε ) and its fractional change in resistance ( Δr/r ). It usually varies around 2 for metallic
foil strain gages [6] and is defined as
Δr/r
GF = ΔL/L

= Δr/r
ε

(2.9)
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The strain in metal structures is usually very small and therefore often given in microstrain ( ε) . Using
a strain gage of 350 Ω with a gage factor of 2, measuring a deformation of 80 microstrain, the change
in resistance will be 350 ∙ 2 ∙ 80 ∙ 10−6 = 0.056 Ω or only 0.016%.

Thermal dependencies
Some measured objects might be sensitive to thermal expansion. Being so, the strain gages are usually
selected to have matching thermal expansion in order to avoid disturbances in the results. The strain
gage’s resistive foil is produced to have a low temperature coefficient but small changes will still be
present during temperature fluctuations. This can be compensated for by connecting several strain
gages in a quarter or a full Wheatstone bridge configuration (further explained in section 2.4).

2.4 Wheatstone bridge
The Wheatstone bridge was used and popularized in 1843 by Sir Charles Wheatstone. Using defined
resistances, it was used to measure unknown resistances [8]. While exciting the bridge with a known
voltage ( V EXC ) a small change in one of the resistances will cause a voltage drop V diff between the
two middle legs in figure 2.7. If one of the resistances is a strain gage, an output on V diff could be
interpreted as a strain or a force if the circuit is calibrated.

Figure 2.7. A Wheatstone bridge with Rg being the active resistance (SG) and the rest being passive
resistors. This is a quarter bridge.

If the bridge is balanced and the resistances in each leg are equal, no voltage would be measured at
V diff . If the resistance Rg changes ( ΔRg ) e.g due to strain, V diff can be calculated as

Rg+ΔRg

V diff = V exc ∙ [ R1+Rg+ΔRg

R3
− R3+R4
]

(2.10)

Where V diff is the voltage output in the quarter bridge, V exc is the excitation voltage of the bridge, Rg
is the initial resistance of the SG and ΔRg is its change in resistance.
As seen in equation 2.10 the bridge output V diff is not a linear function of the change in resistance but
for simplification is assumed to be so during small changes in resistance. The change in resistance
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during loads is expected to be less than 0.02% in this system and compensation for this can be made
during calibration if needed.
Replacing R1 by a strain gage with its measuring grid orthogonal to the grid of Rg, V diff will increase
also by transversal strain. This configuration is called a half bridge. If all the resistors are replaced by
active resistors i.e strain gages, the bridge is said to be in a full bridge configuration.
In the half bridge as well as in the full bridge, temperature dependencies are decreased since
resistances have similar temperature coefficients.

Figure 2.8 The number of active resistors decides if it is a quarter, half or a full Wheatstone bridge.

The voltage output in the full Wheatstone bridge, can now be calculated as
V diff full = V exc

R +ΔR

R +ΔR

∙ [Rg1+ΔRg2g1+Rg2g2+ΔRg2 − Rg3+ΔRg4g3+Rg4g4+ΔRg4 ]

(2.11)

If the initial resistances Rg1−4 are matched and the change in resistance is assumed to be the same in
Rg2, Rg3 as well as in Rg1, Rg4, equation 2.11 can be rewritten as
V exc
V diff full = 2R +ΔR
[ΔRg2 − ΔRg1]
g
g1+ΔRg2

(2.12)

2.5 Calculating required gain, an example
In the following section the required gain of the amplifier is estimated. Tensile force on a rod is
measured. For this purpose, four strain gages are mounted on the surface of the rod as displayed in
figure 2.9. The desired output at maximum strain is set to 2 V. After offsetting the output +2.5 V a
bidirectional force can be amplified by a 5 V amplifier without driving it close to its limits.
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Figure 2.9. Strain gages as mounted to the rod in the example. C denotes the circumference of the rod.
Rg2 and Rg3 measures longitudinal strain while Rg1 and Rg4 measures transversal strain.
The strain gages have a GF of 2 and a nominal resistance of 350 Ω . The excitation voltage is 5V and
the longitudinal strain is 80 ε. The Poisson ratio of the rod is 0.27. The change in resistance of the
longitudinal strain gages can now be calculated as

ΔrSG longitudinal = GF ∙ RSG ∙ εlongitudinal = 2 ∙ 350 ∙ 80 ∙ 10−6 Ω = 56 mΩ

(2.13)

Where ΔrSG longitudinal is the change in resistance in one of the longitudinal strain gages, RSG is the
nominal resistance in the strain gages and εlongitudinal is the longitudinal strain of the rod.
The grid of the SG measuring the transversal strain is sensitive to changes in the circumference of the
rod. Using Poisson’s ratio for the rod and the change of resistance in the longitudinal SG, the change in
resistance for the transversal SG can now be calculated using a correctional factor of − ν rod .

ΔrSG transversal = − ΔrSG longitudinal ∙ ν rod = − 56 ∙ 10−3 ∙ 0.27 = − 15.12 mΩ

(2.14)

Where ν rod is the Poisson’s ratio for the rod.
Using the calculated changes in the resistances, the nonamplified voltage output can be estimated
from the bridge
V exc
V diff full = 2Rg+ΔR
+ΔR
g1

g2

[ΔRg2 − ΔRg1] =

5
−3
700+40.88∙10

∙ 71.12 ∙ 10−3 ≃

0.508mV

(2.15)

In order to give an output of 2V the signal needs to be amplified by
Av = 2/(0.508 ∙ 10−3) ≃ 3937

(2.16)

Where Av  is the required voltage gain.
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3 Method
The signals from the strain gages are small (millivolts) and they need to be amplified. The transmitting
distance of the signals can be up to 10 meters and the surroundings contain strong fluctuating magnetic
fields. An electronic circuit will be designed to filter, amplify and transmit these signals. The strain
gages and the circuits should be protected from mechanical damage, therefore a protective housing will
be designed. The signals from the strain gages will be transmitted to an analog input at a data
acquisition (DAQ) device from National Instruments (CompactRIO) using a shielded cable. A method
for measuring torque in the axle of the rotor is formulated in the end of section 3. Each sensor unit
consists of several parts. In the following section these parts and how they were selected and
configured will be further explained.

3.1 Strain gages
Strain gages as well as steel rods from earlier experiments were available at the Division of Electricity
at Uppsala University. It was decided to reuse them when possible and order new parts when needed.

3.2 Amplifying circuit
As seen in section 2.5 the output from the bridge is expected to range around a millivolt. In order to
sense this signal and transmit it in an environment with high EMI it was decided to acquire the signal
as close to the sensor bridge as possible, amplify it and then convert it to a current signal before
transmitting it over distance. The properties of the strain gages as well as the rods are not perfectly
uniform and the rods will be exposed to forces of different magnitudes. To deal with this issue, a
programmable amplifier has been used in the circuit. Each rod can later be equipped with one of these
circuits and individual calibration can be carried out.

Figure 3.1 The electric circuit of each sensor node. The PGA309 amplifier and the XTR117 voltage to
current from Texas Instruments being the active components.
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The sensor bridge is excited through the excitation pin of the amplifier (PGA309). The signal from the
bridge then passes a low pass filter before being amplified in the PGA309. Later the signal passes
another low pass filter and is converted into a current signal by the voltage to current converter
(XTR117). Being of current type, the signal can now be sent over some distance without taking into
account the voltage drop that occurs in the transmitting lines. By letting the current signal flow through
a load resistor RL , a voltage signal can now be read at a voltage input in the CompactRIO (DAQ). The
XTR117 enables voltage supply and signal to be sent using only two conductors.

PGA309
The PGA309 is a programmable gain amplifier (PGA) from Texas Instruments. It allows a
bridgesensor circuit to be supplied and measured. The PGA is supplied from the 5 V output (V reg) of
the XTR117. V reg is limited to output a current of 5 mA and in order not to exceed this, the Bridge
resistance was increased. This was done by adding a precision resistor Rlim = 560 Ω in series with the
bridge. During an excitation voltage (V exc) of 4 V the current to the bridge ( I exc ) is now decreased to
approximately 4.4mA. I exc = V exc/(Rbridge + Rlim) = 4/(560 + 350) A ≃ 4.4 mA .
Parameters for calibration are stored in an external EEPROM memory. Depending on set parameters,
the PGA can offset its input signal in a range of ± 59.5mV and then amplify the signal with a gain
ranging from 2.7 to 1152. This is smaller than the required gain calculated in section 2.5 but gain can
also be increased by increasing the load resistor Rload or by decreasing the current limiting resistor R1
. The flexibility and relativley high gain was the main reasons for why the PGA309 was chosen for this
project. The PGA also contains a linearization DAC (digital to analog converter) to set tenmperature
linearization but is not used in this project (set to one) and is therefore not further explained. For more
detailed information on the PGA309 and its settings see the User’s guide [9] and Appendix B.

Figure 3.2. One of the PGA309s being soldered for testing on the prototype board.
The output from the PGA309 is a function of gain set in its front end amplifier Avfront end , linearization
DAC Av DAC ,output amplifier Avoutput , coarse offset, fine offset, its sensor input V diff and can be
described as
V out = (V diff + C oarse offset) ∙ Avfront end ∙ Av DAC ∙ Avoutput + f ine offset ∙ Av DAC ∙ Avoutput (3.1)
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EEPROM
The memory used in this project is a 24LC16B EEPROM from Microchip 1 . It stores the calibration
parameters for the PGA309. These parameters are stored in the addresses of the EEPROM (each
address stores 8 bits of data) and are communicated to the PGA through twowire inter integrated
circuit (I 2C) protocol. During calibration, the parameters have been written to the memory using a
microcontroller from Arduino. Since it was available the microcontroler Arduino Nano was used but
also other models such as the Arduino Uno can be used with the same code. See Appendix B for more
information on the EEPROM interface code. The main parameters set in the EEPROM during
calibration are
●
●

●

●
●

●

Reference control  Register 3. In this design the PGA’s internal voltage reference of 4.096V
has been selected as voltage reference, V ref .

Input polarity  Register 4. The PGA can only output positive voltages. To make sure that
only positive inputs are present at the front end amplifier, input polarity selection and coarse
offset is used.
Coarse offset  Register 4. This allows for offsetting the input from the bridge. The offset is
predefined in the PGA and is set as n ∙ V ref . ∙ 0.85 ∙ 10−3 with n being a selected integer
between 14 to +14. The PGA and the current converter can only input positive signals. A
positive offset of the bridge output allows for a bidirectional force to be measured. With V ref

set to 4.096 the offset will be set in steps of 3.48mV.
Gain control  Register 4. Through the input and output amplifiers in the PGA, a gain ranging
from 2.7 to 1152 can be selected.
Over/underscale limits  Register 5. Limits can be set in order to protect the circuits and to
guarantee that the XTR117 only receives a positive input threshold. The thresholds are set as a
function of V ref , ranging from 0.06054 ∙ V ref for the lower threshold to 0.9708 ∙ V ref for

the upper threshold.
Fine offset  Register 1. Fine offset can be set before the output amplifier of the PGA. This
offset can only be positive and is set at a value ranging from 0 to V ref with a resoloution of 16
bits.

1

Using all settings in the PGA309, linearization included, 123 of the EEPROM’s addresses need to be written to. A
minimum storage capacity of 1kBit is therefore required in the EEPROM. With its 16kBit storage capacity the 24LC16B is
more than enough. For future circuits the smaller 24LC02B have been ordered. For more information on the parameters set in
the EEPROM see the PGA309 User’s guide[9] p. 62 .

Filters
Due to the environment in which the electronics will be positioned, induced high frequency noise were
expected in the output of the circuit. The frequencies of the forces of interest were estimated by the
Hydropower group to be in the range around 50 Hz. Considering forces of interest and some of their
harmonics, low pass filtering can be performed at around 1kHz without affecting the signals phase or
amplitude too much. To decrease the high frequency noise being sent from the circuit two low pass
filters were integrated in the circuit. One of the easiest ways to achieve a low pass filter is by use of the
1st order passive RCfilter.
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Figure 3.3 A 1st order RC low pass filter.
The cut off frequency f 3dB of the filter, seen in figure 3.3, can be calculated as
1
f 3dB = 2πRC

(3.2)

Filtering components have been chosen to achieve a cut off frequency at approximately 1 kHz and the
calculating procedure have been performed as seen in the Application Report [10] page 34. To filter
common mode noise at the input C 1 is selected at 470nF. Together with the equivalent bridge
resistance of 350 Ω (as seen by each input) a low pass filter is achieved. Using equation 3.2 its cut off
frequency is calculated as
1 =
1
f 3dB = 2πRC
−9 H z ≃ 967.5 Hz
2∙π∙350∙470∙10

(3.3)

C 2 and C 3 filter out differential noise at the input and are selected to be 47nF. It is recommended for
these capacitors to be maximum one tenth of C 1 to avoid differential errors caused by mismatch errors
in C 2 and C 3 [10]. R1 and C 5 creates a low pass filter between the PGA309 and the XTR117. With
R1 = 10kΩ and C 5 = 15 nF its cut off frequency can now be calculated as
1
1
f 3dB = 2πRC
=
3
−9 H z ≃ 1061 Hz
2π10∙10 ∙15∙10

(3.4)

R2 ( 10kΩ ) together with R1 sets the input current to the XTR117. R2 is recomended to be selected at
a minimum of 10kΩ in order to isolate the input pin of the XTR117 from C 5 [10].
In order to decrease high frequency noise being input to the XTR117 and the PGA309, decoupling
capacitors have been connected close to their input pins. Keeping the amplifier close to the sensor
bridge further decreases the risk of noise being induced in the sensor circuit.

XTR117
Using the XTR117, the voltage supply and the sensor output can be transmitted over the same two
lines. This reduces the amount of wiring needed in the circuit. The XTR117 is supplied by a DC
generator set to 15V but can handle a voltage supply between 7.5 and 40V, see the XTR117 Datasheet
[11] for more information. However, the supply needs to be high enough to drive the current signal
through the load resistor Rload , whose value ultimately sets the minimum supply voltage. The
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XTR117 has a fix current gain of 100 and is optimized to output currents between 4 and 20mA. The
load resistor sitting in the other end of the transmitting lines converts the current signal back into a
voltage signal. The voltage gain from the output of the PGA to the load resistor RL can be described as
V out
V load = Rload R +R ∙ 100
1
2

(3.5)

Where V out is the amplified output from the PGA.
With Rload = 250Ω, R1 = R2 = 10kΩ in the circuit. V load can now be displayed as a function of V out
only
V load = V out ∙ 250∙100
3
20∙10

⇒

V load = V out ∙ 1.25

(3.6)

This gain can easily be modified by changing the resistance in the external load resistor.

3.3 Calibration
During calibration, mainly offset and gain are of interest. These can be set in the external EEPROM
using the Arduino Nano and a computer. The XTR117 is optimized to deliver an output current of 4 to
20mA. If the signal is measured as the voltage drop over a load resistor Rload = 250 Ω , the minimum
voltage output will be
V min = I min ∙ Rload = 4 ∙ 10−3 ∙ 250 = 1V (4.1)
And the maximum voltage signal will be
V max = I max ∙ Rload = 20 ∙ 10−3 ∙ 250 = 5V

(4.2)

The difference between V max and V min is the voltage span of the systems output.

Figure 3.4. To the left, the offset of the sensor output is displayed. The graph to the right displays
voltage output for different gain values and a bidirectional force.
In the radial rods the forces are expected to be of bidirectional type. The goal is to offset the output in
these cases to +3 V. By doing so, a maximal range can be used of the current converter’s output
without driving it to its limits. In the cases of uniaxial strain, such as in the axial rods, an offset of little
more than +1 V will satisfy the criteria for minimum current (4 mA), being output through the
XTR117. Using a nonzero output at no load also enables fault monitoring of the circuits.
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By varying the settings in the EEPROM and the values in some of the resistors in the circuit, the gain
and offset can be adjusted at each sensor node. To describe the voltage output at the load resistor
V load as a function of these variables, equation 3.1 and 3.5 can be used as one

V load = Rload

(V dif f +Coarse offset)∙Avf ront end∙Av DAC∙Avoutput+fine offset∙Av DAC∙Avoutput
R1+R2

∙ 100

(4.3)

R1 should not be changed however, if the cut off frequenzy in the low pass filter is to remain the same.

3.4 Measuring torque in the axle of the rotor
It was desired that a method for measuring torque in the axle should be formulated. To measure torque
in the rotor axle, a strain gage can be mounted on its surface. If the SG is positioned with its grid
parallel to the shear strain during torsion, it can indirectly be used to measure the torque in the axle.
The Hydropower group has in its possession, 5 bidirectional strain gages connected in a full
Wheatstone bridge similar to the one in figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5 A bidirectional strain gage preconnected in a full Wheatstone bridge configuration [7].

If one of these bridge sensors where to be mounted with its grid tilted 45 degrees on the axle, an
indirect way of measuring torque is achieved.

Figure 3.6 Two strain gages mounted to the surface of an axle for torque measurements.
The circuit designed for force measurements in the rods can be adapted to function for different strains
and is therefore believed to be functional also for the sensor bridge mounted on the rotor axle. In the
end of section 2.1 maximum expected torque in the rotor were calculated to be around 1.4 kNm.
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4 Results
4.1 Sensor bridges
The rods have been equipped with 4 strain gages in a full Wheatstone bridge, also referred to as the
sensor bridge. These SG have a nominal resistance of 350 Ω , a thermal match to ferritic steel and a
gage factor of 2. For more information on how the strain gages have been mounted to the rods, see
Appendix C.

Figure 4.1. Strain gages mounted on the 16 mm rod. Half of the bridge visible here. In the background
is one of the 10 mm rods.

4.2 Initial calibration
In order to evaluate the signal conditioning circuit, an initial calibration has been performed using
known weights and one of the 16mm rods. Metallic blocks were measured using a precision scale and
hanged to the end of the rod. Weights and voltage output from each sensor can be stored in the
CompactRIO, receiving the signals from the sensors. By including the calibration data from each
sensor and the gravitational coefficient in the calculating algorithm of the CompactRIO, forces can be
extracted.

Figure 4.2. Calibration is performed using known weights. The circuit is supplied by a DC regulator
set to +15V. The signal is transmitted through a 30m line and measured over a resistive load Rload by
a voltmeter.
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Output data from the test calibration is shown in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 Voltage output was measured while loading one of the 16mm rods with known weights. The
blue points indicate measured output during these loads. The black line is the linearized voltage output
for the sensor.

The output has a negative slope with increased loading of the rod, this does not affect the functionality
of the system but can be reversed by simply change polarity of the amplifier input (register 4). A
coefficient of determination R2 was calculated in MS Excel and exceeded 98.8%.

4.3 PCB
A printed circuit board (PCB) has been designed and ordered to be placed on each rod. The design was
done using the free version of the PCB designing software EAGLE, from Cadsoft. The free version
allows for a limited size of the PCB with a maximum of two layers. This was sufficient for the
relatively small circuit designed here.

Figure 4.4. A layout of the designed PCB top layer.
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Voltage supply and the sensor bridge is connected to the PCB through three terminal blocks. At V+, in
the top right of figure 4.4, the voltage supply is connected. The current signal is connected in the same
terminal above V+. Connection for bridge excitation is denoted EXC+ and sits in the bottom left of
the PCB. In the top left, the bridge signals are being connected. The polarity is not crucial as it can be
changed through the settings in the PGA.
An adapter in the bottom middle of the PCB, houses the EEPROM, and allows for it to be taken out
during calibration. The 2x4 pin jumper bar in the bottom left allows for operating the PGA309 in test
2
mode or normal mode. Through the pins denoted SDA and SCL, communication (using I C protocol
) to the EEPROM and the PGA is enabled. If external devices are connected during operation they
need to share the same ground potential. This can be achieved by connecting the device to the ground
pin above the pin denoted NORMAL or the EXC terminal .

4.4 Housing for PCB and strain gages
Protective coating has been applied to the strain gauges in order to avoid oxidation of the grid. To
protect the circuit and the SG from mechanical damage, a protective housing has been designed in the
3D CAD software Solidworks. The housing is split in half and is designed to be mounted on a rod
using two cable ties. By loading the CADfiles to a 3D printer, it can be printed in plastic.

Figure 4.5. Cross section view from Solidworks, displaying the design of the protective housing as
sitting on a 16mm rod. The green part symbolizes the 30 by 70mm PCB. The strain gages would sit on
the rod below the PCB.
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5 Discussion and conclusion
The goal of the project was to design a system measuring forces in each of the 16 rods. The rods are
being manufactured and a final calibration and evaluation have therefore not yet been possible.
However, tests on one of the 16 mm rods show proper functionality of the system.
Initial calibration has shown high lineal correlation between force input and amplified voltage output.
Being so, linearity of the system can be assumed for small loads. Nevertheless, more point
measurements are needed in order to reduce uncertainty. A calibration using known weights in a wider
range can be useful since nonlinearity still can occur outside of the observed area. As seen in figure 2.4
a typical strain stress relation will diverge exponentially outside of the linear range.
The voltage to current converter allows for signals to be sent over long distances (30 m in the test).
Wiring has been reduced by transmitting voltage supply and sensor output in the same two conductors.
Strain gages are yet to be mounted to the rods being manufactured but a procedure for mounting them
has been formulated to ease future work (see Appendix C).
By using strain gages, force measurements have been made relatively easily during this project. A
circuit, adapted to the strain gages had to be designed. When a circuit is designed in a PCB designing
software, it can easily be multiplied, ordered and used at multiple points of force measurements. One
of the disadvantages of using strain gages bought in bulk is that calibration has to be performed by the
user. This takes time and requires equipment.
There is room for improvements in the design and some tasks still have to be performed in order to
fully evaluate the results of the system. Some of the possible improvements are are displayed here:
●

Use strain gages with a nominal resistance of 1 k Ω . By doing so, the current limiting resistor
Rlim can be removed and exctitation voltage V exc is increased on the bridge. This leads to a
higher voltage output from the bridge.
Alternately: Remove Rlim and decrease excitation voltage indirectly by decreasing reference
voltage V ref to 2.5 V, see Appendix B.

●
●
●

Use a load cell or bigger scale to allow for calibration in the full loading range of the rods.
This decreases uncertainty outside of the calibrated range.
Use strain gages preconfigured in a full Wheatstone bridge and solder pads integrated. This
will simplify and decrease the time mounting them.
Do a frequency analysis at the voltage output of the circuit. By doing so noise being sent to the
CompactRIO and the effect of the low pass filters can be evaluated.
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A

Internal registers of the PGA309

PGA internal registers. These are set based on the parameters in the EEPROM and further described in
the PGA309 User’s guide[9] page 104.

Address
pointer

Register description

Read/Write
(R/W)

Register Controls

00000

Register 0  Temp ADC Output

R

Temp ADC Output Data

00001

Register 1  Fine Offset Adjust (Zero
DAC

R/W

Fine Offset Adjust (Zero DAC) Setting

00010

Register 2  Fine Gain Adjust (Gain
DAC)

R/W

Fine Gain Adjust (Gain DAC) Setting

00011

Register 3  Reference Control and
Linearization Register

R/W

Reference Configuration Settings;VEXC
Enable; Linearization Setting

00100

Register 4  Front End PGA Coarse
Offset Adjust and Gain Select; Output
Amplifier Gain Select

R/W

Front End PGA Coarse Offset
Setting; PGA Gain Select; Output
Amplifier Gain Select; OneWire
Disable

00101

Register 5  PGA Configuration and
Over/Under Scale Limit

R/W

Over/Under Scale Limits, Polarities
Enable; Fault Comparator Select

00110

Register 6  Temp ADC Control
Register

R/W

Temp ADC Conversion Speed, Ref
Select; Int/Ext Temp Mode Select;
Ext Temp PGA Configuration;
TEMPIN Current Source Enable

00111

Register 7  Output Enable Counter
Control

R/W

Temp ADC Delay Setting; OneWire
Interface Output Enable Setting

01000

Register 8  Alarm Status

R

Fault Monitor Comparator Outputs
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B

EEPROM interface using an Arduino Nano

The PGA309 uses the I 2C (InterIC) twowire protocol to communicate with the EEPROM. The I 2C
protocol allows for a master to read and write to a number of slave devices. Each devices on the bus is
addressed by using 7 bits and the maximum number of devices communicating on the bus is therefore
128. At the serial clock line (SCL) the master sets the clock rate which communication is done. At the
second cable of the bus data is being transmitted to or from the slave devices. This line is called serial
data line(SDL). Only after addressing a slave device, the master can read or send data to it.

Principle of I 2C communication. One master writes and reads from several slave devices

Arduino has a built in library for communication using the I 2C protocol, “Wire.” Using one of their
smaller microcontrollers Arduino Nano, a program was written to transfer the PGA309 settings to the
external EEPROM. The program can be written directly to an Arduino through the Arduino sketch
compiler. The analog output A4 is connected to the SCL pin on the EEPROM and the analog output
A5 is connected to the SDA pin on the EEPROM. The Arduino and the EEPROM need to share the
same ground potential and this can be done by connecting their GND pins. The interface program
consists of three parts and each part need to be opened in a separate tab in the Arduino sketch compiler
to function.
Tab one, main program
/*
EEPROM(AT24C32AN) reader/writer.
Writes to an external EEPROM's addresses.
Especially made to program EEPROMs used with a Texas Instrument PGA309.
Allows user to type in bytes(8 bit) manually in the EEPROM to store gain etc for the PGA309.
Automatically calculates checksum1 based on the sum of the lower 6 words(16 bit each) and checksum2 based on the upper 5 words.
Program can easily be redefined for EEPROMS with greater/lesser memory space by a change of the variable EEPROM_Max_Addr.
Scan the external EEPROM's addresses before and after writing for confirmation.
LSB/Lower Byte: Least Significant Byte
MSB/Upper byte: Most Significant Byte
*/
#include <Wire.h>
//Library for I2C communication
#define EEPROM_Addr 0x50 //device address; 0x51(hex) 81(int). 255 is maximum using I2C
#define EEPROM_Max_Addr 0x1000 //Maximum number of addresses(stored bytes) in the EEPROM. Specified in the datasheet of the EEPROM
//Used in eeRead to monitor exceeding of the memory limit
#define numScan 40
/ /Number of EEPROM addresses to scan. Scanning starts at address 0.
void setup() {
int readAddr = 0;
i nt writeAddr = 0;
i nt eeValue;
i nt numAddresses = 28;
//Tells how many adresses are gonna be written to, used in loops.
b yte eepromByte[numAddresses];//Array of bytes to be written to the EEPROM
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unsigned i nt tempWord;
/ /Used to display the register words in hex and to extract checksum 1 and 2.
u nsigned i nt lowSum = 0; //Used to sum the 14 first bytes
u nsigned i nt highSum = 0; //Used to sum the 10 last bytes
 ire.b egin();
W
/ /Initializes communication on the I2C bus
S
/ /For printing to the monitor
 erial.begin(9600);
/ /Scan and print the device's "numScan" first addresses
Serial.println(" Scanning first addresses: ");
f or (int i = 0; i < numScan; i = i + 2) {
/ /Summarize the six first words into lowSum
tempWord = w
 ord(eeRead(i+1), eeRead(i)); //tempWord used to display present word in hex
S
 erial.p rint(i / 2); Serial.p rint(" ] MSB LSB HEX ");
 erial.print(" eepromWord["); S
 erial.print(tempWord, BIN); S
S
 erial.print(" \t \t"); Serial.p rintln(tempWord, H
 EX);
}
S
 erial.println();
/*
SG+PGA setup 5/6; EEPROM settings.
Redefined as from table A1 user's guide sbou24b. External EEPROM example
*/
eepromByte[0] = B01001001;
eepromByte[1] = B01010100;
eepromByte[2] = B00000000;
eepromByte[3] = B00000000;
eepromByte[4] = B00000000;
eepromByte[5] = B00000000;
eepromByte[6] = B00000000;
eepromByte[7] = B00001101;
eepromByte[8] = B00000000;
eepromByte[9] = B01100111;
eepromByte[10] = B01000111;
eepromByte[11] = B00001010;
eepromByte[12] = B00000011;
eepromByte[13] = B00000110;
/ /eepromByte[14] = B00000000;
/ /eepromByte[15] = B00000000;
eepromByte[16] = B00000000;
eepromByte[17] = B00001000;
eepromByte[18] = B01000000;
eepromByte[19] = B00000110;
eepromByte[20] = B11111111;
eepromByte[21] = B11111111;
eepromByte[22] = B11111111;
eepromByte[23] = B01111111;
eepromByte[24] = B00000000;
eepromByte[25] = B00000000;
/ /eepromByte[26] = B00000000;
/ /eepromByte[27] = B00000000;

//Programmed flag valuemust be as shown
//Upper byte
//Unused; set to zero
//Upper byte
//Unused; set to zero
//Upper byte
//Register 3 Reference Control and Linearization
//Upper byte
//Register 4 Coarse Offset and Gain/Output Amplifier Gain
//Upper byte
//Register 5 Configuration and Over/Under Scale Limit
//Upper byte
//Register 6 Temperature ADC Control 0,1(28=zero when int temp mode)
//Upper byte
//Checksum1
//Upper byte
//T0 (Temp Index value for Temp ≤ T0)
//Upper byte
//Z0 (Zero DAC value for Temp ≤ T0)
//Upper byte
//G0 (Gain DAC value for Temp ≤ T0)
//Upper byte
//TEND (end of Lookup Table)
//Upper byte
//ZMEND (end of Lookup Table)
//Upper byte
//GMEND Checksum2 FFFF–regSum2(hex equiv of each location 17/1625/24
//Upper byte

/ /Create cecksum1 and print the 13 first bytes;
 erial.println(" Initializes the parameter words and computes the Checksums..");
S
f or (int i = 0; i < 13; i = i + 2) {
//Summarize the six first words into lowSum
tempWord = w
 ord(eepromByte[i + 1], eepromByte[i]); / /tempWord used to display present word in hex
lowSum = lowSum + tempWord;
S
 erial.print(" eepromWord["); S
 erial.p rint(i / 2); Serial.p rint(" ] MSB LSB HEX ");
 erial.print(tempWord, BIN); S
S
 erial.print(" \t \t"); Serial.p rintln(tempWord, H
 EX);
}
S
 erial.print("SUM word [0:6] MSB LSB HEX ");
/ /Check for correct sum in BIN & HEX
S
 erial.print(" \t \t");
 erial.print(lowSum, BIN); S
 erial.println(lowSum, H
S
 EX);
/ /Create checksum1
tempWord = 0xFFFF  lowSum;
eepromByte[14] = 0x00ff & tempWord;
//Put Checksum 1 LSB
/ /Put Checksum 1 MSB
eepromByte[15] = (0xff00 & tempWord) >> 8;
 erial.print("eepromWord[7] MSB LSB HEX ");
S
//Confirm Checksum1 put in eepromByte array
S
 erial.print(eepromByte[14], BIN);
 erial.print(eepromByte[15], BIN); Serial.p rint(" "); S
 erial.print("\t \t"); Serial.print(tempWord, HEX); Serial.p rintln(" //Checksum1");
S
/ /Create checksum2 and print the 13 last bytes;
f or (int i = 16; i < 25; i = i + 2) {
/ /Summarize the 5 last words into highSum
tempWord = w
 ord(eepromByte[i + 1], eepromByte[i]); / /tempWord used to display present word in hex
highSum = highSum + tempWord;
S
 erial.print(" eepromWord["); S
 erial.p rint(i / 2); Serial.p rint(" ] MSB LSB HEX ");
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Serial.print(tempWord, BIN); S
 erial.print(" \t \t"); S
 erial.println(tempWord, HEX);
}
S
//Check for correct sum in BIN & HEX
 erial.print("SUM word [8:12] MSB LSB HEX ");
 erial.print(highSum, BIN); Serial.print(" \t \t");
S
S
 EX);
 erial.println(highSum, H
tempWord = 0xFFFF  highSum;
/ /Create checksum2;
eepromByte[26] = 0x00ff & tempWord;
//Put Checksum 2 LSB
eepromByte[27] = (0xff00 & tempWord) >> 8;
/ /Put Checksum 2 MSB
S
/ /Confirm Checksum2 put in eepromByte array
 erial.print("eepromWord[13] MSB LSB HEX ");
 erial.print(eepromByte[27], BIN); Serial.p rint(" ");
S
S
 erial.print(eepromByte[26], BIN); Serial.p rint(" \t \t");
 erial.print(tempWord, HEX); Serial.println(" //Checksum2");
S
S
 erial.println();
//The eepromByte array is written into the EEPROM starting at address 0;
f or (int i = 0; i < numAddresses; i++) {
eeWrite(i, eepromByte[i]);
}
Serial.println(" Writing parameters to the EEPROM...");
S
 erial.println();
//Scan the device's first addresses for final confirmation
S
 erial.println(" Confirm correct writing to the EEPROM! ");
f or (int i = 0; i < numScan; i = i + 2) {
/ /Summarize the six first words into lowSum
tempWord = w
 ord(eeRead(i+1), eeRead(i)); //tempWord used to display present word in hex
 erial.print(" eepromWord["); S
S
 erial.p rint(i / 2); Serial.p rint(" ] MSB LSB HEX ");
S
 erial.print(" \t \t"); Serial.p rintln(tempWord, H
 EX);
 erial.print(tempWord, BIN); S
}

}
void loop() {
//put loop to scan alarm and temp registers here if desired
}

Tab two, read data
/*Program part for reading data
Returns data(byte) at specified eeprom address
@param memAddress, 2byte address to be read in the EEPROM
*/
byte eeRead(int memAddr) {
i nt lowMemAddr, highMemAddr;
/ /For storing lower and higher byte of memory address
highMemAddr = (word(memAddr) & 0xff00) >> 8;
lowMemAddr = (word(memAddr) & 0x00ff);
Wire.b eginTransmission(EEPROM_Addr);
 ire.w
W
 rite(b yte(i nt(highMemAddr)));
 rite(b yte(i nt(lowMemAddr)));
Wire.w
Wire.e ndTransmission();
W
/ /Read 16 bytes from EEPROM
 ire.r equestFrom(EEPROM_Addr, 16);
 hile (!Wire.a vailable()) {
w
}
r eturn Wire.read();
}

Tab three, write data
/*program part for writing data
no return
@param memAddr, 2byte (double word) address to write data to
@param data, byte of data to write at memAddr
*/
void eeWrite(int memAddr, i nt data) {
int lowMemAddr, highMemAddr;
/ /for storing lower and higher byte of memory address
i f ((memAddr >= 0) && (memAddr <= EEPROM_Max_Addr)) {
highMemAddr = (word(memAddr) & (0xff00)) >> 8; //Select higher address byte
lowMemAddr = (word(memAddr) & (0x00ff));
//Select lower address byte
 ire.b eginTransmission(EEPROM_Addr);
W
/ /Establish communication between EEPROM & Arduino
 ire.w
W
 rite(byte(i nt(highMemAddr)));
 rite(byte(i nt(lowMemAddr)));
Wire.w
Wire.w
 rite(data);
Wire.e ndTransmission();
delay(6);
//Wait for EEPROM to clear buffer
}
}
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Measuring force with strain gages

Measuring forces using strain gages usually requires dealing with very small signals. Small
deformations in the material are being measured, therefore mechanical errors can be of major concern.
In the following part, sources of both mechanical and electrical errors are discussed and how they have
been dealt with during this project.

Mounting the strain gages
To transfer the deformation of an object into the SG proper mounting is crucial. Here are the main
steps carried out while mounting the strain gages:
●

The surface has been roughened using sandpaper. It was done in steps starting with coarse grit
and finishing off with 400 grit wet sanding.

●

The strain gages have been aligned with expected strain by marking the surface. Small offsets
can affect the level of the output.

●

The surface has been cleaned using lintfree cleaning pads. Chemicalclean acetone and
isopropanol were used for degreasing and to avoid leaving any liquid on the surface.

●
●

The strain gages have been positioned using bonding tape.
A thin layer of the cold curing(Z70 from HBM) adhesive has been applied. Curing Z70 takes
around two minutes at room temperature.

The surface of a 16 mm rod is being prepared.
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Temperature variations and drift
Variation in temperature can influence the equipment and the components in the sensor nodes. This
can affect the validity of the calibration. In order to decrease this effect the following considerations
have been taken during the process:
●

SG matching the measured objects thermal expansion was chosen(ferritic steel).

●

Electronic components with low temperature dependency and drift have been used when
possible.

●

A full Wheatstone bridge was used in order to keep the bridge balanced during temperature
fluctuations.

EMI and internal noise
The rotor is being built to be controlled using pulse width modulation (PWM). Fluctuating magnetic
fields from the rotor together with EMI in the surroundings, can affect the small signal measurements.
In order to decrease induced noise in the measurments, the following considerations have been made:
●

The amplifying circuits have been placed close to the SG. This reduces the risk for induced
noise in the low voltage part.

●

Decoupling capacitors have been positioned close to the supply pins of the amplifier and the
current converter. By doing so, a noisy voltage supply will have less effect on the quality of
the measurements.

●

A voltage to current converter (XTR117) has been included in the circuit. This enables
transmitting signals over distance with less sensitivity to surrounding EMI.

●

The major part of the forces is expected to be in a range below some hundred Hertz. Two
firstorder low pass filters have been installed using a cut off frequency of 1000Hz. These
filters will decrease high frequency noise without filtering out important forces.

●

A grounding plane is used on the PCB and heat dissipating components are kept away from
others when possible.
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Part list

Parts used at each sensor node

Item

Description

Amount

PGA309

TEXAS INSTRUMENTSPGA309AIPWTIC, AMP,
INSTRUMENTATION, 5.5V, SMD

1

XTR117

TEXAS INSTRUMENTSXTR117AIDGKTAMPLIFIER, CURRENT
TRANSMITTER, MSOP8 Pkg

1

24LC02B/P

MICROCHIP Seriell EEPROM, 2KBIT, 400KHZ, DIP8 Pkg

1

TIP41C

ST MICROELECTRONICS Transistor, NPN, 100V, 6A, TO220

1

250 Ω

MULTICOMP Through Hole Wirewound Resistor, MC serie, 250 ohm, 5
W, ± 1%, Axiell

1

10 kΩ

TE CONNECTIVITY / NEOHM CPF Series; Resistance:10kohm; Power
Rating:100mW; Resistance Tolerance:± 0.1%; 0805 Pkg

2

560 Ω

WELWYN PCF Series; Resistance:560ohm; Power Rating:100mW;
Resistance Tolerance:± 0.1%; 0805 Pkg

1

0.47 µF

TDK Capacitance:0.47µF; Capacitance Tolerance:± 10%; 0603 Pkg

1

0.047 µF

AVX 0.047 µF, ± 10%, X7R, 100 V; 0805 Pkg

2

5600 pF

MULTICOMP MC Series; Capacitance:5600pF; Capacitance Tolerance:±
10%; 1206 Pkg

1

0.015 µF

TDK C Series; Capacitance:0.015µF; Capacitance Tolerance:± 5%; 0805
Pkg

1

0.1 µF

AVX Capacitance:0.1µF; Capacitance Tolerance:± 5%; 0805 Pkg

2

0.01 µF

AVX Capacitance:0.01µF; Capacitance Tolerance:± 10%; 0805 Pkg

PM5.08/2/90 BLK

WEIDMULLER TERMINAL BLOCK, WIRE TO BRD, 2POS, 14AWG

3

118250932

TE CONNECTIVITY 2x8 DIPadapter used for the EEPROM

1

8269254

TE CONNECTIVITY HEADER, STRAIGHT, 2X4WAY

1

008815452

TE CONNECTIVITY / AMP008815452JUMPER, WITH HANDLE,
2.54MM, 2WAY

3
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Parts used for the whole system

Item

Description

Amount

RE226LF

ROTH ELEKTRONIK PCB, PROTOTYPE, RE226LF

1

5504F137P0203F1

D Sub Formed Pin Series; D Sub Shell Size:DC; Gender:Plug;

1

No. of Contacts:37
SDC37SN

ITW MCMURDO  90deg Turned Pin PCB Dsub; No. of
Contacts:37;

1

PPCY3C0.75

PRO POWERPPCY3C0.75CABLE, CY, 3 CORE, 0.75MM,
PER M

60 m
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